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Beaten By A Blow
The genuine article: gritty and honest and
harsh as a crows cry. ROBERT DREWE
Growing up, Dennis McIntosh was
determined not to get stuck in a factory like
his father. And when he takes a job as a
roustabout he discovers what he really
wants to be: a shearer, the king of the
sheds. But it soon turns out this legendary
occupation isnt everything it seems. Dennis
discovers what it feels like when your
eyelids are the only bit of you that doesnt
hurt. When the heat in the sheds kills the
sheep before youre done shearing them.
When the road isnt taking you towards
adventure, its taking you away from your
family, and you drink to forget. Beaten by
a Blow tells the story of a boy full of hope
crashing headlong into life into work, into
drink, into responsibilities he isnt ready for,
which come closer to breaking his back
than shearing ever did. Holds the reader in
the grip of its merciless narrative from
beginning to end . . . A work of art. Roger
McDonald,
THE
AUSTRALIAN
Fascinating. The story could have been told
by Henry Lawson in the 1890s. A
remarkably good writer. Bruce Elder,
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
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Beaten by a blow: a shearers story - First Person - ABC Radio Beaten by a Blow: A Shearers Story. High Res Cover
Image McIntosh, Dennis. ISBN. 9780143010685. Format. Paperback. Recommended Price. R280.00. Beaten by a
Blow: A Shearers Story by McIntosh, Dennis Penguin Growing up, Dennis McIntosh was determined not to get
stuck in a factory like his father. And when he takes a job as a roustabout he realises Beaten by a blow - First Person ABC Radio National (Australian Dennis has achieved his goal hes become a shearer. However he has a lot to learn,
and so hes off to shearers school. But his world is about Dennis, having been expelled from school, finds himself
working on a local farm. Beaten by a blow by McIntosh, Dennis Penguin Random House The genuine article: gritty
and honest and harsh as a crows cry. ROBERT DREWE Growing up, Dennis McIntosh was determined not to get stuck
in a factory Beaten by a blow: a shearers story - First Person - ABC Radio Beaten by a Blow tells the story of a
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boy full of hope crashing headlong into life into work, into drink, into responsibilities he isnt ready for, Beaten by a
Blow: A Shearers Story: : Dennis Ive written a book on my days as a shearer, Beaten by a Blow, and have just
completed a PhD at the University of Adelaide. A tragedy changed Beaten by a blow - First Person - ABC Radio
National (Australian Dennis, Sonia and their baby Lonnie head off to Bourke in central New South Wales. Theyve
bought a caravan, hoping that this will allow the Beaten by a blow - First Person - ABC Radio National (Australian
Dennis arrives at Lal Lal Station in Victoria: its here that hell meet some of the extraordinary characters that will
become an integral part of his Beaten by a blow - First Person - ABC Radio National (Australian The balancing
act between Dennis work as a shearer and the responsibility for his young family is failing. His dream of living the
iconic Beaten by a blow - First Person - ABC Radio National (Australian After a year of running himself ragged as
a roustabout for the endless teams of shearers, Denniss moment has come. Hes arrived at Beaten by a blow: a shearers
story - First Person - ABC Radio Beaten By A Blow has 10 ratings and 2 reviews. Zuzu said: A period in Australias
history that has long disappeared. Shearers, fruit pickers, and cane cu Beaten by a blow - First Person - ABC Radio
National (Australian Dennis is heading to Warrigal Creek Station in Victoria, his first shed working for the graziers
cooperative firm Grazcos. And he has to start at Beaten by a Blow - Dennis McIntosh - Google Books Dennis is
heading to Warrigal Creek Station where he is to start at the bottom: as a board boy or rousabout. Beaten by a blow First Person - ABC Radio National (Australian Title: Beaten by a blow by Dennis McIntosh Publisher: Penguin.
Growing up, Dennis McIntosh was determined not to get stuck in a factory like Beaten by a Blow, Dennis McIntosh Shop Online for Books in Beaten By A Blow - Kindle edition by Dennis McIntosh. Download it once and read it on
your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, Beaten By A Blow: A Shearers Story by
Dennis McIntosh Dennis is in his early teens, living on the outer fringes of Melbourne and yearning to be free of the
constraints of school and suburbia. Beaten by a blow - First Person - ABC Radio National (Australian Dennis has
arrived at his first proper shed as a board boy. His job is to collect fleeces and keep the board clean for the team of
shearers. Beaten by a blow: a shearers story - First Person - ABC Radio You are here. Home Beaten by a blow.
Beaten by a blow. High Res Cover Image McIntosh, Dennis. ISBN. 9780670072293. Format. Trade Paperback. Beaten
By A Blow Kindle Edition - Be_beaten_by_a_blow definition according to the free australian slang. Beaten by a blow
- First Person - ABC Radio National (Australian Dennis is starting at his first proper shed as a board boy. Hell soon
discover that shed life is tough work. Two of us: Nicole and Dennis McIntosh - The Sydney Morning Herald
Beaten by a blow: a shearers story - First Person - ABC Radio Beaten by a Blow tells the story of a boy full of hope
crashing headlong into life - into work, into drink, into responsibilities he isnt ready for, which come closer to Beaten
by a blow by Dennis McIntosh - First Person - ABC Radio Buy Beaten by a Blow: A Shearers Story by Dennis
McIntosh (ISBN: 9780670072293) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. Beaten by a blow
[electronic resource] : a shearers story / Dennis Now, with the whirlwind of marriage and a new baby still ruffling
his hair, Dennis has to return to work, conscious that hes suddenly responsible Be beaten by a blow meaning
australian slang - Slang Dictionary Beaten by a blow : a shearers story /? Dennis McIntosh. Creator. McIntosh,
Dennis. Other Creators. Greenslade, Francis, (narrator.) Published. Melbourne Beaten by a Blow: A Shearers Story
Penguin Books Australia Title: Beaten by a blow: a shearers story Publisher: Penguin. Growing up, Dennis McIntosh
was determined not to get stuck in a factory like his
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